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Let G = (V,E)  be an undirected graph whose edges may fail, and let G, denote G with a set 
K V specified. Edge failures are assumed to be statistically independent and to have known 
probabilities. The K-terminal reliability of G,, denoted R(G,),  is the probability that all vertices 
in K are connected by working edges. Computing K-terminal reliability is an NP-hard problem 
not known to be in NP. A factoring algorithm for computing network reliability recursively 
applies the formula R(G,) = p,R(G,,*e,) + q,R(G, - e,) ,  where Gxr*e, is G ,  with edge e, 
contracted, G ,  - e, is G, with e, deleted and p ,  = I - q, is the reliability of edge e,. Various 
reliability-preserving reductions may be performed after each factoring operation in order to 
reduce computational complexity. The complexity of a slightly restricted factoring algorithm 
using standard reductions, along with newly developed polygon-to-chain reductions, will be 
bounded below by an invariant of G, the “minimum domination.” For 2 5 (KI 5 5 or 
IVI - 2 5 IKI 5 IVI, this bound is always achievable. The factoring algorithm with polygon- 
to-chain reductions will always perform as well as or better than an algorithm using only standard 
reductions, and for some networks, it will outperform the simpler algorithm by an exponential 
factor. This generalizes early results that were only valid for K = V. Removing the restriction 
on edge selection leaves results essentially unchanged in the upper range of IK(,  but minimum 
domination becomes only a tight upper bound for the lower range. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Analysis of  network reliability is important in computer, communication, power, 
and various other networks. Components of a particular network may be subject to  
random failure and the network may or may not continue to  function after some of 
its components have failed. We wish to determine, as efficiently as possible, the 
probability that the network is functional. The purpose of this article is to  develop and 
analyze the complexity of a general factoring-based algorithm for exact computation 
of network reliability. 

The network model used in this paper may be thought of as a communication network 
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with duplex communication links connecting various transceiving stations. Commu- 
nication can pass in both directions along a link if the link is working. No commu- 
nication in either direction is possible if the link has failed. The network is considered 
functional if a specified set of the transceiving stations is able to communicate. 

The formal definition of the K-terminal nenvork reliability problem (also known as 
the “Steiner network reliability problem”) is as follows: Let G = (V,E) be a graph 
whose edges may fail independently of each other, with known probabilities. Every 
vertex v, E V is assumed to be perfectly reliable. The edge-failure probability for edge 
e, E E is given by q, and the edge reliability is given by p ,  = 1 - 4,. Now, a set 
K V must be specified for G. These vertices will be referred to as the K-vertices 
of G ,  and G ,  will be used to denote the graph G with K specified. The K-terminal 
reliability of G,, denoted R(G,), is the probability that all K-vertices in GK are 
connected by working edges where R(G,) = 1 if IKI = 1 .  (We will use the shorter 
phrase “ G ,  is connected” to mean that the K-vertices in GK are connected.) For 
historical reasons, most authors (see Hwang et al. [9] for a review and bibliography) 
have considered the computation of R(G,) only when IKI = 2 or K = V. However, 
the case in which 2 I (KI 9 IVI has been handled, in varying degrees of generality, 
by some authors (Ball [I], Buzacott [4], Johnson [lo], Rosenthal [ 141, Satyanarayana 
[15], Wood [22]). 

The K-terminal network reliability problem belongs to the class of NP-hard problems 
not known to be in NP (Ball [I], Ball and Provan [2], Rosenthal [13], Valiant [21]). 
It follows from Valiant [21] that the K-terminal problem also belongs to the class of 
#P-complete (number P-complete) problems which are equivalent to counting (not 
listing) the number of solutions to an NP-complete problem. Special cases of the K -  
terminal reliability problem, the two-terminal and all-terminal problems, have been 
shown to be #P-complete by Valiant [21] and by Ball and Provan [2], respectively. 
Although the K-terminal reliability problem is theoretically intractable, the situation 
is not hopeless. For practical problems involving sparse networks, fairly large networks 
can be analyzed, and techniques developed in this article extend the range of problems 
for which reliability can be exactly computed. 

The factoring theorem of network reliability is of primary importance in this paper. 
This theorem establishes the validity of the following conditional reliability formula: 

R(G,) = pfR(GKg*e,) + q,R(GK - e l ) ,  

where GKf*el is G ,  with edge e, contracted, K‘ is K suitably redefined if either endpoint 
of el is in K, and GK - el is G ,  with edge el deleted. This will be more formally 
defined in Section 3. The factoring theorem can be used to establish reliability-pre- 
serving reductions which reduce G ,  to a smaller graph Git such that R(G,) = 
RR(G;t), where R is a constant resulting from the reduction..The factoring theorem 
is also the basis for a whole class of algorithms for computing network reliability. 
Moskowitz [ 121 was the first to employ the factoring theorem directly as a means of 
calculating network reliability. The above equation can be recursively applied to the 
induced graphs and reliability-preserving reductions made where applicable within the 
recursion. Eventually the induced graphs are reduced to simple structures, like single 
edges, for which reliability is trivially computed, or some K-vertices become discon- 
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nected, in which case the reliability of the induced graph is zero. In this way, the 
reliability of any network may be computed, at least in theory. This method of com- 
puting network reliability is known asfactoring and is a special case of pivotal decom- 
position of a binary coherent system (Barlow and Proschan [3]). Other exact methods 
for network reliability evaluation do exist, including inclusion-exclusion methods 
(e.g., Satyanarayana and Prabhakar [17], Satyanarayana [ 15]), “composition” (Buz- 
acott [4]), and boolean-algebra methods (e.g., Fratta and Montanari [6]). However, 
factoring methods seem to be the most promising except for very dense graphs and 
graphs with special topologies. Only factoring-based algorithms and their complexity 
will be discussed here. 

In this paper, we analyze the complexity of a factoring algorithm which employs 
a new set of reliability-preserving reductions. Until recently, the only reliability- 
preserving reductions that were usually included within a factoring algorithm were the 
well-known series and parallel reductions, the degree-two reduction which is an exten- 
sion of the series reduction (Rosenthal[13]), and the bridge contraction (e.g., Johnson 
[lo]). With few exceptions, analysis of factoring algorithms has essentially been limited 
to algorithms using only these reductions. However, a new set of polygon-to-chain 
reductions has been developed (Satyanarayana and Wood [ 181) which is particularly 
useful in the K-terminal problem. These reductions replace parallel chains of edges 
with single chains. Satyanarayana and Wood also give an O(lE1) algorithm that per- 
forms all series, parallel, degree-two, and polygon-to-chain reductions on a general 
network so the new reductions can be implemented efficiently. 

Satyanarayana and Chang [ I61 have used graph invariants to analyze the complexity 
of the K-terminal reliability problem using the factoring algorithm along with series 
and parallel reductions. They relate a graph invariant called “domination,” denoted 
D(GK), to the backtrack search structure produced by the factoring algorithm. Dom- 
ination has a factoring theorem associated with it, and using this theorem they show 
that the factoring algorithm will be optimal, i.e., have the minimum possible number 
of leaf nodes in its backtrack search structure, if that number is equal to D(GK). 
Furthermore, they show that this will be true if and only if a particular edge-selection 
strategy is used for factoring. Chang [5] uses “minimum domination,” p(G) = 
min,,lN=2 D(GK), to find an optimal factoring algorithm for the all-terminal problem 
which uses degree-two and parallel reductions. Johnson [ 101 shows that minimum 
domination is equivalent the Crapo beta-invariant of the graphic matroid. 

We first generalize Chang’s results on the all-terminal problem to the K-terminal 
problem when IKI is within certain limits. Using a restricted edge-selection strategy, 
we show that for 2 5 IKI 5 5 or for IV/ - 2 5 IKI I IVI, it is always possible to 
compute R(G,) in time which is proportional to p(G). Although not completely 
general, this complexity result is significant since domination may be exponentially 
larger than minimum domination, and only domination results were previously known 
for the K-terminal problem. It also means that we can compute the most common 
measure of reliability, two-terminal reliability, in approximately the same amount of 
time for any two terminals in a given graph. Finally, we remove the restriction on the 
edge-selection strategy and show that k(G) provides a tight upper bound on algorithmic 
complexity. 
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The rest of this paper is outlined as follows: In Section 2, we define necessary 
graph-theoretic terms, and in Section 3, we describe the reliability-preserving reduc- 
tions to be used in the factoring algorithm. In Section 4, we formally describe the 
factoring theorem of network reliability. In Section 5 ,  we define an algorithmic frame- 
work for the factoring algorithm, describe this algorithm’s binary search structure and 
review earlier results using graph invariants for complexity analysis. In Section 6 we 
prove the new results on the K-terminal network reliability problem. Section 7 provides 
a brief conclusion and suggests additional techniques for devising even more efficient 
factoring algorithms. 

2. GRAPH-THEORETIC DEFINITIONS 

In this section, we define a few basic graph-theoretic terms and emphasize certain 
concepts that are useful in this paper. A graph G = ( V E )  is composed of two finite 
sets: V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Each edge e E E corresponds 
to an unordered pair of vertices, that is, e = (u ,v ) ,  where u,v E V. The vertices u 
and v are called the endpoints of edge e, and e is said to be incident to u and v. In 
the definition of graph used in this paper, we will allow parallel edges, i.e., multiple 
edges with the same endpoints and self--loops, i.e., edges of the form e = (u,u).  The 
degree of a vertex, denoted “deg(v),” is the number of edges incident to v except 
that self-loops are counted twice. 

Two vertices u and v are connected if there exists a sequence of vertices and edges 
of the form u. (u . v I ) ,  v I ,  ( v I , v 2 ) ,  . . . , (v,- ‘ , v J ,  v I ,  ( v , , v ) ,  v.  Such a sequence is a 
path, and the path is a cycle if the first and last vertices are identical. A set of vertices 
K V is connected if there exists a path between all pairs of vertices in K. G is said 
to be connected if V is connected. 

E .  Let Vo 
be a subset of the vertices of V in G and let G - Vo be the subgraph of G obtained 
from G by deleting all vertices v E Vo and all edges incident to those vertices. Let Vo 
be a smallest set of vertices such that G - V,  is disconnected or IV - V0l = 1. G 
is said to be k-connected if IVol 1 k (Tutte [20]). We will use the standard terms 
“biconnected” and “triconnected” to mean 2-connected and 3-connected, respec- 
tively. If G is connected but G - v is disconnected, then v is a cutvertex of G. A 
connected graph is nonseparable if it contains no cutvertices. Note that a nonseparable 
graph is either a single vertex, a single edge with its two end vertices or it is biconnected. 

If a graph G can be partitioned into two components such that G = G’ U G2, 
El n E2 = 0. V ’  n V 2  = {u ,v} ,  [Ell 2 2 and (E21 2 2, then {u,v} is a separating 
pair. Letting e’ = (u ,v )  and 2 = (u,v) be two virtual or artificial edges, G’ + e2 
and G2 + e2 are split cornponenrs of G .  G may be recursively split until no more 
splitting is possible. The resulting split components are not necessarily unique, but if 
all cycles and triple-bonds (three edges in parallel) are merged, then the remaining 
components will be the unique triconnected components of G (Hopcroft and Tarjan 

We next define “series-parallel graph.” In a graph, edges with the same end vertices 
are parallel edges. Two nonparallel edges are adjacent if they are incident to a common 
vertex. Two adjacent edges are series edges if their common vertex is of degree 2. 

A graph G’ = ( V ’ , E ’ )  is a subgraph of G = (V,E)  if V’ V and E’ 

P I ) .  
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Replacing a pair of series (parallel) edges by a single edge is called a series (parallel) 
replacement. A series-parallel graph is a graph that can be reduced to a single edge 
by successive series and parallel replacements. 

We define a chain x in a graph to be an alternating sequence of distinct vertices 
and edges, v I ,  ( v l , v 2 ) ,  v2, (v2,v3),  v3 ,  . . . , vk-1, ( V ~ - ~ , V ~ ) ,  vk, such that the internal 
vertices, v2. v3, . . . , vk- I, are all of degree 2 and the end vertices, v1  and vk ,  are of 
degree greater than 2. A chain need not contain any internal vertices, but it must 
contain at least one edge and its two end vertices. The length of a chain is simply the 
number of edges it contains. If two chains xI and xz have common end vertices u and 
v ,  i.e., the chains are in parallel, then x, U xz is apofygon. Two parallel edges constitute 
a polygon but we will normally refer to such polygons as parallel edges. 

The reader should consult a standard text such as Harary [7] for a more basic and 
comprehensive discussion of graph theory and for any terms not defined here. 

3. RELIABILITY-PRESERVING REDUCTIONS 

In order to reduce the size of graph C ,  and therefore reduce the complexity of 
computing R( G,), reliability-preserving reductions can be applied. These reductions 
alter a subgraph of G ,  topologically and probabilistically to obtain Gkf such that 
R(G,) = iM(Gkt).  R is a multiplicative constant derived exclusively from the original 
subgraph. The following three reductions are usually referred to as “simple” or 
“standard” reductions. 

(Rl) Let e,  = (u ,v )  and eb = (u , v )  be two parallel edges in G K .  Aparaflel reduc- 
tion obtains G‘ by replacing e, and eb with a single edge e, = (u , v )  such that 
p c  = 1 - 4.46, and it defines R = 1 and K’ = K. 

(R2) Let e, = (u ,v )  and eb = (u ,w)  be two series edges in GK such that deg(v) = 2 
and v & K. A series reduction obtains G’ by replacing err and eb with a single edge 
e, = (u ,w)  such that pc  = papb, and it defines R = 1 and K’ = K. 

(R3) Let e, = (u,v) and eb = (u,w) be two series edges in G, such that deg(v) = 2 
and u,v,w E K. A degree-two reduction obtains G’ by replacing e,  and eb with a 
single edge e, = (u,w) such that pc = prrpb/(l - q&), and it defines R = (1 - q,q,,) 
and K’ = K - v .  

Another set of reductions has recently been introduced which replaces a polygon 
with a chain (Satyanarayana and Wood 1181). The main point of this paper is to show 
that these polygon-to-chain reductions can significantly reduce the work required by 
a factoring algorithm. Consider a graph GK which does not admit any simple reductions 
but does contain some polygon. In general, no such polygon need exist, but, if it does 
exist, then the number of possible configurations is limited. This follows from the 
facts that, after all simple reductions have been made, (i) every degree-two vertex of 
G,  is a K-vertex, (ii) there can be no more than two K-vertices in a chain, and (iii) 
the length of any chain in GK is at most 3. Table 1 shows the possible polygons and 
associated reductions. 

(R4) Let A in GK be a type i polygon as shown in row i of Table 1 .  A pofygon-to- 
chain reduction obtains G ‘ by replacing A with the corresponding chain x and it defines 
R and K‘, as shown in iow i of Table 1. 
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TABLE I. Polygon-to-chain reductions. 

I 1 awqapbqcpd  

..e, 
(61 

( 7 )  

e e a  r s t.. - -  

I w  Edge R e l l a b i l l t i e s  

6 
B - -  r a + 6  

6 > - -  
I 6 + 6  

, I (a + 6 )  (6 + 6 l  
6 

Note: 

For  IKI - 2 , 
new c h a i n  is 

P, - (Pb +PaqbP,Pd)ln 

n - p b +  P,qbPc 

Note: Darkened vertices represent K-vertices. 

4. THE FACTORING THEOREM OF NETWORK RELIABILITY 

Let el = (u,v) be some edge of a graph G,, let F, denote the event that el is working, 
and let F, denote the complementary event. Since R(GK) is just a probability, the rules 
of conditional probability can be applied to obtain 

(1) R(GK) = ~ , R ( G K I F , )  + ~,R(GKIF, ) .  
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G& actually defines a new graph in which u and v are known to be connected. This 
new induced graph (we do not mean induced subgraph in the standard graph theoretic 
sense) denoted GKl*e,, is obtained by deleting el and merging u and v into a single 
supervertex w = u U v. If either u or v is a K-vertex, then w is a K’-vertex. More 
formally, GKl*e, is defined by 

(2) C*e, = (V - u - v + w,E - e l ) ,  w = u U v, 

K ,  = {K i f u , v  & K 
K - u - v + w i f u E K o r v E K .  

Similarly, GKIF, defines a new graph denoted G, - e, ,  where C - e, = (YE - e , ) .  
Figure 1 illustrates how these two graphs are induced. We can now write Equation 
(1)  as 

(3) 

The validity of this relationship was first shown by Moore and Shannon [ 111 and is 
known as the factoring theorem for network reliability. 

This factoring theorem is useful in two ways. First, it can be used as a method to 
derive and prove the validity of the reliability-preserving reductions already described. 
Second, the factoring theorem is the basis for a whole class of algorithms for computing 
network reliability. Moskowitz [12] was the first to employ the factoring theorem 
directly as a means of calculating network reliability. Equation (3) can be recursively 
applied to the induced graphs and reliability-preserving reductions can be made where 
applicable within the recursion. Eventually the induced graphs are reduced to simple 
structures, like single edges, for which reliability is trivially computed, or some K- 
vertices become disconnected, in which case the reliability of the induced graph is 
zero. In this way, the reliability of any network may be computed, at least in theory. 
This method of computing network reliability is known as factoring and is a special 
case of pivotal decomposition of a binary coherent system (Barlow and Proschan [3]). 

N G K )  = P , W G K ~ * ~ , )  + ~ , W G K  - el) .  

G F a i  
K 

G -ei 
K 

FIG. 1. Induced graphs obtained by factoring on e,. 
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5. A FACTORING ALGORITHM 

The following algorithm, which employs the recursive function REL (this name is 
not original to this article!), describes a general framework for exact computation of 
network reliability via factoring. The algorithm employs a set of reductions denoted 
R and an edge-selection strategy denoted S. An edge-selection strategy is a set of rules 
which indicates which edges may be selected for factoring. Such a strategy is well- 
defined only if, at every stage of the factoring algorithm, there exists at least one edge 
which satisfies the specified rules. Variations on this algorithm are possible, but the 
algorithm given will be sufficient for our purposes. We assume that the input graph 
GK is connected and nonseparable, since otherwise its components can be easily 
identified and R(GK) computed by evaluating the components separately (Rosenthal 
~ 3 1 ) .  

Algorithm 1 

MAIN 
Input: A nonseparable graph G ,  with associated edge probabilities. 
Output: K-terminal reliability of GK. 

Begin 
R + REL(GK). 
Print( “R(GK) is’ ’ R) .  
stop. 

End of MAIN 

Function REL( GK) 

Input: Graph GK with associated edge reliabilities. 
Output: Returns the value R which is the K-terminal reliability of G K .  

Begin 
M c 1. 
I f  GK is disconnected then Return(0). 
I f  IKI = I then Rerurn ( I ) .  
Delete any isolated vertices from G K .  
Until no reliability-preserving reductions can be made do 

Begin 
Perform some reduction from R on GK to obtain Gke and Q such that 

M + MQ. 
GK + Gk,. 

R(GK) = QR( Gkf). 

End 
If GK is single edge el then Return(Mp,). 
Select an edge e, using strategy S .  

Return(R). 
End of REL. 

R + M(p,REL(GK,*e,) + qIREL(GK - e;)). 
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The exact complexity of the above algorithm will, of course, depend on what sort 
of reductions are used and how much work is required to select an edge for factoring. 
However, since the number of calls to REL is generally exponential, while the reduc- 
tions and edge-selection strategies will be of polynomial complexity, we can use the 
number of calls to REL as a measure of algorithmic complexity. Each call to REL 
corresponds to a node of the related binary backtrack search structure. A leaf node 
(or simply “leaf”) is a node with no further nodes below it. Let N(G,) and L(G,) 
denote, respectively, the number of nodes and the number of leaves in the search 
structure associated with Algorithm 1 applied to G,. Then, N(G,) = 2L(GK) - 1 
since the search structure is binary. Thus, we can and will use L(G,) as the measure 
of the complexity of Algorithm 1. An edge-selection strategy S for Algorithm 1 is 
said to be optimal with respect to reductions R if L(GK) is minimized by S. 
In the next section, we consider R = {RI,R2,R3,R4}, and to show a generalization 

of earlier results, restrict our search for an optimal edge-selection strategy to S S,, 
where S, specifies that no induced graph may have IKI = 1. With this restriction, we 
find that the graph invariant “minimum domination” (Chang [ 5 ] )  provides a lower 
boundonL(G,) and prove that this lower bound can always be achieved when 2 5 IK( 5 
5 or when IVI - 2 I IKI I IVI. By then removing the restriction that S belong to SI,  
we find that L(G,) is essentially unchanged for IVI - 2 I IKI I IVI, but may actually 
be less than the value of the invariant for 2 I IKI 5 151; thus, even though the optimal 
edge-selection strategy cannot be determined, we have an algorithm of bounded com- 
plexity which is demonstrably better than previously available algorithms. In order to 
carry out this analysis, we next discuss two graph invariants and show how one of 
them has been used to analyze the all-terminal reliability problem. The definitions 
given next are from Satyanarayana [ 151. 

A K-tree (or “Steiner tree”) of a graph GK is any minimal graph that connects all 
the K-vertices of G,. An edge is irrelevant if it does not occur in any K-tree. A 
formation of GK is a set of K-trees whose union is G K .  Note that GK has no formations 
if it contains any irrelevant edges. Letting No be the number of odd cardinality for- 
mations of GK and letting N ,  be the number of even cardinality formations of G,, then 
the domination of GK is defined by 

WGK)  = “0 - NI. 
Clearly, D(G,) is a combinatorial invariant of G K .  Using a factoring theorem associated 
with domination, Satyanarayana and Chang [I61 show how Algorithm 1 with 
R = {RI ,R2} must have L(G,) 2 D(G,). If the algorithm never factors so as to create 
graphs with irrelevant edges or graphs that are disconnected, then L(G,) = D(G,) 
and the algorithm will be optimal. An edge-selection strategy which achieves this 
result is easily implemented. We will not go into further detail about this work, but 
rather describe a different graph invariant which will be used in this paper. This 
invariant is called minimum domination and is defined by 

p(G) = min D ( G K ) .  
K:IKI = 2 

From its definition, it follows that p(G) is a nonnegative integer for any graph G. 
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Additional properties of p(G) are established in Chang [ 5 ] :  

Property 1. (a) p(G) = p(G - e )  + p(G*e). 
(b) p(G) is invariant under series and parallel replacements if G is biconnected. 
(c) p(G) > 0 if and only if G has no self-loops and is biconnected. 
(d) p(G) = 1 if and only if G is a single edge or a biconnected series-parallel 

graph. 

Property l(a) is a factoring theorem for minimum domination, and along with the 
other properties, it will enable us to analyze L(GK) for Algorithm 1. To complete the 
relationship between minimum domination and the factoring algorithm for network 
reliability, we need the following property which extends property l(b) to the domain 
of reliability-preserving reductions. 

Property 2. 
tion. Then, p(G’) = p(G). 

Let GLl be obtained from a biconnected graph GK by any Rl-R4 reduc- 

The property is obvious for R 1, R2, and R3 since these correspond directly to parallel 
or series replacements. Topologically, a polygon-to-chain reduction can be imple- 
mented as sequence of one or more series replacements, a parallel replacement, and 
one or more inverse series replacements. Thus, the property is easily seen to be true 
for R4, also. 

Under certain conditions, L(G,) = p(G) and this is the best that can be achieved. 
Unfortunately, there is no known way of computing p(G) other than using a factoring 
algorithm or other exponentially complex procedure unless G possesses some special, 
symmetric structure. So, while the complexity results enable us to find an optimal 
algorithm, they do not normally yield any a priori estimate on the computational 
requirements of a specific problem. 

Chang [ 5 ]  first shows how an algorithm can be specified for the all-terminal problem 
which will optimally produce only p(G) leaves. We will not reproduce his results 
directly, but rather generalize immediately to the K-terminal problem and then show 
that his results follow as a special case. 

6. OPTIMAL EDGE-SELECTION FOR THE K-TERMINAL PROBLEM 

To simplify the initial discussion, the set of admissible edge-selection strategies will 
be restricted to: 

S, Any edge in GK may be selected except an edge e such that IK’I = 1 in G,f*e. 
This restriction is necessary for optimality of Algorithm 1 under R = {Rl ,R2} (Satyan- 
arayana and Chang [ 161). As will be seen later, however, relaxation of this restriction 
can lead to decreases in L(GK) for Algorithm 1 under R = {Rl,R2,R3,R4}. 

We first establish that p(G) is a lower bound on L(GK) for Algorithm 1 under S = 
S1 and R = {RI ,R2,R3,R4}. Then, under the same conditions we show that an optimal 
edge-selection strategy can be specified when 2 I IKI 5 151 or IVI - 2 5 IKI 5 IVI. 
That is, we show that L(GK) = p(G) can always be obtained for K in the specified 
ranges. A simple, linear-time edge-selection strategy, a subset of S,, will achieve this 
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FIG. 2. Graph with D(G,) = 3 x 2'IEI - 'I" and p(G) = 2. 

result. These results, while not completely general, are significant from a computational 
point of view. Consider the graph of Figure 2. If we use the factoring algorithm of 
Satyanarayana and Chang [ 161 that employs R = {Rl ,R2}, the optimal algorithm has 
L(G,) = D(G,) = 3 x 2(1El-7)'3. With the addition of R3 and R4 reductions, the 
optimal algorithm under SI has L(GK) = p(G) = 2. 

A Lower Bound on L(G,) Under S, 

Theorem 1. Let GK be a biconnected graph with no self-loops and with IKI 2 2. 
Then, for a factoring algorithm with R = {Rl ,R2,R3,R4} and S C SI, p(G) I L(GK), 
i.e., p(G) is a lower bound on the number of leaves created by the factoring algorithm. 

Proof. Let L be the set of leaf node graphs produced by the algorithm. L will 
consist of two disjoint sets: LI,  those leaf node graphs which are single edges and all 
of whose proper ancestor graphs are biconnected; and Lz, those leaf node graphs which 
have a proper ancestor which is not biconnected. These are the only possibilities since, 
as specified, Algorithm I will create a leaf node only when GK consists of single edge 
or GK is disconnected, and, if GK is disconnected, G must have a proper ancestor 
which is not biconnected. Now define N2 to be all those graphs in the search structure 
which are separable but whose proper ancestors are all biconnected. Every G' E L2 
has an ancestor in N2. Thus, lN21 5 IL21. Now, LI and N2 taken with their ancestors 
form a binary structure such that 

p(G) = p(G') by properties l(a) and 2 
C ' E L ~ U N ~  

= 1 + 0 by properties l(c) and I(d) 
G'ELl G'ENz 

Corollary. Let GK be a biconnected graph with no self-loops and with IKI 5: 2. If 
an edge e can be selected at each factoring step of Algorithm 1 (under SI and 
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R = {Rl,R2,R3,R4)) such that G - e and G*e are both biconnected, then that edge- 
selection strategy is optimal. 

Proof. Under the specified conditions, N2 = 8, so L(G,)  = ILI = (L,I = 
iJ.(G). 

Consider how the above results can be applied to the all-terminal problem. First, 
note that S, will always be satisfied. Second, note that only R1 and R3 are relevant 
reductions and that performing all such reductions ensures that no series or parallel 
replacements remain in G. Chang [ S ]  shows that for any biconnected graph G which 
admits no series or parallel replacements there always exists an edge e such that G - e 
and G*e are biconnected. If such an edge can be identified, then L(G,) = k(G)  by 
the corollary and the algorithm is optimal. Chang determined that an optimal edge- 
selection strategy is to select any edge that is not incident to any vertex of a separating 
pair. If G is triconnected, any edge will do. Otherwise, an appropriate edge can be 
identified by examining the triconnected components and separating pairs of G ,  and 
therefore, the edge-selection can be carried out in linear time (Hopcroft and Tarjan 
[S]). Johnson gives a less restrictive strategy by showing that ( i )  if G is biconnected, 
there must exist a triconnected split component of G which has only one virtual edge 
and at least five real edges, and (ii) any real edge of such a component may be selected 
for factoring. 

Optimal Factoring under S, 

Here we show that an optimal edge-selection strategy can be specified for Algorithm 
1 under R = {Rl,R2,R3,R4} and S S, when 2 5 IKI 5 5 or IVI - 2 I IKI I IVI. 
Figure 3 is used to show why the results are limited to such unusual values of (KI. As 
in Chang [ 5 ] ,  the optimal algorithm under S, will depend on always being able to find 
an edge of G on which to factor such that both G*e and G - e are biconnected. 
Figures 3a and 3b show minimal irreducible graphs with IKI = 6 and IKI = IVI - 3, 
respectively. No R I 4 4  reductions are possible. Note that no matter which edge is 
selected for factoring, G - e must be separable. 

The following lemma is necessary for proving that, under S,, it is always possible 
to find a suitable edge for factoring if IKI is within the given ranges. 

IKI  = 6 IKI  = I V l  -3 

( 0 )  ( b )  

FIG. 3 .  Minimal irreducible graphs. 
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Lemma 1. Let G be a biconnected graph which has no series or parallel edges but 
which is not triconnected. Then, there exist two triconnected split components of G, 
each containing at least five real edges and only one virtual edge. 

Proof. Since G is biconnected but not triconnected, it must contain at least one 
separating pair. Let {u,v} be the separating pair which allows us to partition G into 
two graphs G1 and G2 with G = GI U G2, El n E2 = 8, V ’  f l  V2 = {u,v}, IE’I 2 2, 
IE2) 2 2, and such that E’ is minimal. Letting el = (u,v) be a virtual edge, G’ + el 

is a triconnected split component of G since it cannot be split any further. Since G 
had no series or parallel edges, I V ’  I 2 4 and 1 E I I 2 5 (Satyanarayana and Chang [ 161). 

Next, consider G2 + e2, where e2 = (u , v )  is a virtual edge. If G 2  + e2 is tricon- 
nected, it is the second split component for which‘ we were looking and we are done. 
Otherwise, G2 + e2 must be biconnected and contain at least one separating pair. 
Partition G2 + e2 by a separating pair (x ,y}  such that G2 + e2 = G’ U G4, etc., but 
e2 6E E’, no edge parallel to e2 is in E’, and E’ is minimal. Since e2 4 E’, G’ contains 
no parallel edges and, by construction, it contains no series edges. Thus, as above, 
IV31 2 4 and IE’1 2 5. Letting c3 = (x ,y ) ,  be a virtual edge, G’ + e3 is a second 
triconnected split component of G as required since it cannot be split any further. 

Johnson [lo] proves this next lemma. 

Lemma 2. If G has no series or parallel edges, no self-loops, and is biconnected 
but not triconnected, then G*e and G - e will both be biconnected and contain no 
self-loops if e is any real edge of a triconnected component of G containing only one 
virtual edge as specified in Lemma 1. 

Consider the following edge-selection strategy 

S2 Select any edge e E E such that both G*e and G - e have no self-loops and are 
biconnected. 

If G is biconnected and without self-loops, by Properties l(a) and l(c), S2 is equivalent 
to selecting any edge e E E such that p(G*e) > 0 and p(G - e) > 0. However, 
edge selection in a factoring algorithm will be carried out in terms of something which 
is directly observable, in this case, connectivity. We have therefore chosen to state 
the strategy in terms of connectivity. Our new complexity results for the K-terminal 
reliability problem will follow directly from the next theorem. 

Theorem 2. Let GK be a nontrivial, biconnected graph with no self-loops and which 
admits no Rl-R4 reductions. If 2 I IKI 5 5 or IVI - 2 I IKI 5 IVI, there exists an 
edge e E E satisfying S ,  fl S2. 

Proof. GK being nontrivial, biconnected, having no self-loops, and admitting no 
reductions implies that p(G) > 1. Thus, Property l(c) implies that e satisfies S2 if 
and only if p(G*e) > 0 and p(G - e) > 0. In the rest of the proof, we let G +  be 
G with all chains of length two and three replaced by single edges, and we let 
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K +  = {v: v E K,deg(v) > 2). G +  will contain no parallel edges since no parallel or 
polygon-to-chain reductions remain in GK. 

Case I .  G +  is triconnected. This implies that IE+I 2 6, lV+l  2 4. We examine 
three exhaustive, but not necessarily disjoint, subcases. 

(a) (KI = 2: Let K = {u,v}. If u and v are not adjacent, there exist at least four 
edges e+ E E' which correspond directly to edges e E E as opposed to corresponding 
to chains. Since G +  is h i ~ ~ ~ e ~ t e d  and contains no parallel edges, G+*e+ and G + - e+ 
must both be (at least) biconnected and contain no self-loops. G + * e +  and G +  - e+ 
may be obtained via series replacements from G*e and G - e ,  respectively, and thus, 
by Properties l(b) and I(c), k(G*e) = k(G'*e+) > 0 and k(G - e) = 
k(G+ - e + )  > 0. S2 is satisfied by e since, by property I(c), G*e and G - e are 
biconnected. S, is satisfied by e since u and v are not adjacent. 

If u and v are adjacent, there exist at least five edges e+  E E + ,  e +  # (u,v). which 
correspond directly to edges e E E. By the arguments above, any such edge e will 
satisfy S,. S, is satisifed by e since e # (u,v). 

(b) 3 5 IKI 5 5: S, is satisfied by any edge e since IKI 2 3. Since IE+I 2 6, there 
can be at most five chains containing degree-two K-vertices in GK. Thus, there exists 
at least one edge e+ E E +  which corresponds directly to an edge e E E. By the 
arguments of case l(a), S, is satisfied by any such edge e .  

(c) IVI - 2 I IKI 5 IVI and IKI 2 3. S, is satisfied by any edge e since IKI 2 3. 
Thus, as in case l(a), we need only find an edge e+ E E +  which corresponds directly 
to an edge e E E. It will suffice to find e+ = (u,v),  where u ,v  E K+.  Such an edge 
cannot correspond to a chain of length two or three in G. since otherwise GK would 
admit a degree-two or series reduction, contrary to assumption. Select any two vertices 
x,y  E K+. By Menger's well-known theorem, there exist at least three node disjoint 
paths from x to y since G +  is triconnected. At least one such path must contain only 
K-vertices since there are at most two vertices not in K'. Any edge e +  = (u , v )  in such 
a path will have u,v E K +. Therefore e +  E E +  corresponds directly to an edge e E E. 
The rest of the argument follows as in Case l(a), and thus, any such edge e satisfies 
s 2 .  

Case 2. 
(a) 2 5 IKI 5 5: By Lemma I ,  there are at least two triconnected split components 

of G + with a total of at least ten real edges. At least five of these edges must correspond 
directly to edges e E E, so select any such edge e+ E E ' .  By Lemma 2, G + * e +  and 
G +  - e+  are both biconnected and contain no self-loops. By the argument of case 
l(a), S2 is satisfied by edge e E E corresponding to e +  E E + .  SI will be satisifed by 
any such e as long as IKI > 2 or (KI = 2 and the two K-vertices are not adjacent. 
Suppose K = {u,v} and e = (u,v) exists and satisfies S,. The extra degrees of freedom 
in choosing an edge which satisfies S2 allow another edge e # (u,v) to be chosen 
which will also satisfy S1. (Actually, there are at least nine edges from which to choose 
when IKI = 2 and the K-vertices are adjacent.) 

(b) IVI - 2 5 IKI 5 IVI and IKI 2 3: S, will be satisfied by any edge e E E since 
IK( L 3. As in Case l(b), we need only show that there exists an edge e = (u,v) in 
one of the triconnected split components of G + such that u,v  E K+.  There are at least 
four vertices in two or more triconnected split components of G + that are not contained 
in any separating pair. At least two of these vertices must belong to K'. Let u E K + 

G +  is biconnected but not triconnected. We examine two subcases. 
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be any such vertex. Since deg(u) 2 3 and IV+ - K+I 5 2 ,  there exists an edge 
e+ = (u,v) E E +  such that v E K+.  This edge is contained in one of the triconnected 
split components of G +  and corresponds directly to an edge e E E. By the arguments 
of case 2(a), S2 is satisfied by any such edge e.  SI will also be satisfied since 
IKI > 2 .  rn 

Theorem 3 establishes that S, fl S2 is achievable and it is the optimal strategy among 
all possible strategies in S1. This is the generalization of Chang [ 5 ]  we were seeking. 

Theorem 3. Let GK be a biconnected graph with no self-loops and with 2 5 IK( 5 5 
or IV( - 2 5 IKI 5 IVI. Then, S = S1 fl S2 is achievable and optimal for Algorithm 
I under R = {Rl,R2,R3,R4} and S C SI. 

Proof. If 2 c: (K( c: 5 initially, ( K (  remains within this range in the graphs created 
as the algorithm proceeds, because neither factoring nor any reductions ever create 
additional K-vertices, and because we do not allow factoring on edges so as to create 
graphs with (KI = 1. Similarly, no reductions or factoring can ever create more non- 
K-vertices, so, if 1VI - 2 c: IKI I (VI in the original graph, IKI will remain in this 
range in all of the graphs encountered as the algorithm factors and reduces. 

Since IKI always remains in the given range, and since after factoring we do all 
possible Rl-R4 reductions, by Theorem 2, the algorithm will always be able to find 
an edge e satisfying S1 r l  S2. Theorem 1 and its corollary are now sufficient to prove 
that S = S, r l  S2 is optimal for Algorithm 1 under the specified conditions and that 
U G K )  = t~4G). rn 

Complexity of Algorithm 1 under S2 

We discuss next how the complexity of the factoring algorithm changes when we 
only require that the edge-selection strategy belong to S2. In an optimization problem, 
the value of the objective function can only remain the same or improve if a constraint 
is removed. Analogously, the number of leaves in the backtrack structure of the 
Algorithm 1 with edge-selection strategy restricted only to S2 will remain the same or 
be reduced with respect to the strategy S, n S2. 

Theorem 4. Let GK be a biconnected graph with no self-loops and with 2 5 IK( 5 5 
or (VI - 2 c: IKI 5 IVI. Then, Algorithm 1 under R = {Rl,R2,R3,R4} and S = S2, 
will give L(G,) = p(G) for IVI - 2 5 IKI c: (VI, and L(GK) 5 p(G) for 2 c: \K( c: 5 .  

Proof. Since S, fl S2 is always achievable, S2 is always achievable. We consider 
two cases. 

Case 1. IVI - 2 c: IKI c: IVI: Consider Algorithm 1 under S, fl S2 versus Algo- 
rithm l under S2. The algorithms will differ only when IK'I = 2 in some induced 
graph GLt. Let GLl be such an induced graph. If IKl = IVI or 1KI = (VI - 1 in the 
original graph G,, then (V'( = 2 or (V' (  = 3 in GLi. Thus, p.(G') = 1 and there is 
no difference in the two variants of the algorithm since Gkt represents a leaf in the 
backtrack search structure for either variant. 
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If IKI = IV( - 2 ,  however, it is possible that IK‘I = 2, IV‘I = 4 and p(G’) > 1. 
But, this only occurs if G’ is the complete graph on four vertices in which case 
p(G’) = 2 .  Regardless of which edge is chosen for factoring, the number of leaves 
below G’ will be two. The two variants of Algorithm 1 might not yield the same leaf 
graphs in their search structures, but they must yield exactly the same number of 
leaves, namely p(G). 

2 5 IKI I 5: Consider the backtrack search structure created by Algorithm 
1 under S2 and all its leaf graphs L .  L will consist of two disjoint sets; 15, , those graphs 
which are single edges; and L,, all those graphs which are biconnected and which 
have IKI = I .  As in the proof of Theorem 1,  we have p(G) = Z,!,, p(G‘). Now, 
p(G’) = 1 for G‘ E L , ,  but p(G’) L I for G’ E L , .  Therefore, p(G) 2 

Case 2. 

c,*,, 1 = ILI = L(GK). rn 

So, we see that p(C) provides an exact value forL(G,) when IVI - 2 5 IKI 5 IVI 
but only an upper bound on L(G,) when 2 I IKI I 5. To see that p(G) is a tight 
upper bound in this latter case, consider Figure 2 .  Note that there will be no difference 
in Algorithm 1 under S, versus Algorithm 1 under S ,  rl S,; L(G,) = p(G) = 2 in 
both cases. In contrast, L(G,) can be reduced by an exponential factor by using S2 in 
preference to S, rl S2. Consider the graph of Figure 2 again, but with the addition of 
edge e = ( s , t ) .  Algorithm 1 under S, will produce L((G + e ) K )  = 3 if e is first 
chosen for factoring. Algorithm 1 under S, rl S, produces L((G + e),) = 
p ( ~  + e )  = 3 x 2(1+’)’3. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We have investigated the computation of K-terminal reliability by a factoring algo- 
rithm which employs the new polygon-to-chain reductions in addition to standard 
reductions: Algorithm 1 under R = {Rl,R2,R3,R4} and under S = S,, S = S, n Sz 
and S = S2. Minimum domination p(G) bounds the number of leaves L(G,) produced 
by the factoring algorithm when 2 I IKI 5 5 or IVI - 2 5 IKI 5 IVI: p(G) 5 L(G,) 
when S = S,, p(G) = L(GK) when S = S, f l  S,, and p(G) 2 L(G,) when S = S2. 
The range IKI for which the results are valid is limited but includes the most common 
value of IKI, IK1 = 2 .  Exponential reductions in computational requirements can be 
gained over previously studied algorithms which used only R = { R  I ,R2}. In contrast 
to earlier results which indicated that factoring to produce IK( = 1 should be avoided, 
our results show that, under S,, factoring in this way will not increase L(G,) and may 
significantly reduce it. 

The next step in devising even better factoring algorithms for the K-terminal reli- 
ability problem may come from the introduction of new reliability-preserving reductions 
and from edge-selection strategies even less restrictive than Sz. For example, instead 
of factoring on an edge ei = (u,v) when K = {u,v} ,  an extended reliability-preserving 
reduction can be defined by G;, = GK - e , ,  R,  = p, and Rz = 9, such that 
R(G,)  = R, + R2R( G; , ) .  We call this particular extended reduction the trivial reduc- 
tion for obvious reasons. All R L R 4  reductions are extended reliability-preserving 
reductions with R, = 0 and Rz = R, and Algorithm 1 can be easily modified to 
handle extended reductions. 
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Consider the graph G ~ J  intermediate in Algorithm 1. If the algorithm under S2 is 
modified to apply the trivial reduction to e in Gkr only when G' - e is biconnected, 
it follows from Properties l(a) and l(c) that k(G' - e )  5 k(G'). Again, as in Theo- 
rem 4, p(G) will be a tight upper bound on L(GK) for the original graph GK. However, 
it may be advantageous to apply the trivial reduction even when the resulting graph 
is separable. (This is analogous to factoring on an edge such that G*e is biconnected 
but G - e is not.) In order to handle efficiently the resulting separable graph, bicon- 
nected decomposition should be applied first and the reliability of the individual 
components computed separately. The straightforward techniques of this paper are not 
then directly applicable since the backtrack search structure is no longer binary. 
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